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KELİME SORULARI 

1- NOTORIOUSLY difficult 

2- point to CONCLUSION that 

3- (Taste and smell) Nearly INSEPARABLE – one affects the other 

4- test the EFFICACY of the new medicines 

5- have difficulty IDENTIFYING the … 

6- Human accomplishments STEM FROM our ability 

GRAMER + PREP 

7- For the first time, …. HAVE SHOWN / HELPS 

8- CANNOT EXIST / if it ever did …. MUST HAVE BEEN 

9- WOULD HAVE PROVIDED / LEADING 

10- IN origin/INTO Adulthood 

11- THROUGHOUT 17th century/AMONG readers 

12- WHILE….primarily…, …also 

13- BUT exactly how 

14- Not… Had V3…UNTIL…. V2 

15- SUCH a crucial …. THAT 

16- THANKS TO 

CLOZE TESTS 
CLOZE TEST 1 

17- ALONG WITH 

18- BY COMPARISON 

19- ATTRIBUTES….to 

20- HAVE ALLOWED 

21- Carry from the rivers INTO 

CLOZE TEST 2 

22- HAD TO FIND 

23- DETERMINED 

24- IN TERMS OF ethnicity, race, religion 

25- Basis FOR 

26- THEREFORE 
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CÜMLE TAMAMLAMA 
27- Because we are bombarded with so much information and misinformation about what 

might cause cancer it is often hard to separate myth from reality. 

28- For a long time punishment was viewed as a useful child rearing tool, yet it is now 

recognized that it generally does not lead to the desired behavioural outcomes for 

children. 

29- Although it is mainly localized on the left side of human brain language as a 

complicated phenomenon of human mind does not seem to be restricted to a single 

region in the brain  

30- As the Dakota tribes along the Minnesota River in the US were fed up with the settlers 

flooding into their territory they decided to respond with attacks to push the settlers 

out of their reservation. 

31- Fast food has emerged as one of the biggest enemies of health …, so the fast food 

industry has received a lot of critical attention in recent years. 

32- According to skeletal therapists it is vital that woman strengthen their bodies in the 40s 

as bone density starts to gradually decrease leaving the bones fragile during this 

period. 

33- Even though animal behaviourists have traditionally avoided linking human emotions, 

such as grief, with a response by animals, a growing body of evidence shows that 

species ranging from dolphins to ducks mourn the passing of relatives. 

34- Peer pressure is what causes people to do things that are popular in order to fit in with 

others so it can be very powerful driving force in the lives of adolescents. 

35- While each researcher has their own way of analysing and interpreting animal remains 

some methods terms analytical tools are considered standard. 

36- Because the renaissance produced individuals with a wide range of interest who 

excelled in a number of different areas, someone who was successful in several fields is 

often called a Renaissance man or woman. 
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OKUMA PARÇALARI 

Alternatives to Water 
43- The search for alternatives to water that can support extra-terrestrial life ….  – main idea 

44- came up with the idea that life might have formed elsewhere … 

45- broached = introduce 

46- could possibly be the solvent of various chemicals that form life--- 

Eyeglasses – telescope - lens 
47- Despite being an important invention, specifics relate to the invention of eyeglasses 

remain unknown for a long time. 

48- People had strong-held belief in the superiority of the naked eye 

49- He might have unintentionally invented eyeglasses while working on an unrelated 

project 

50- The first word that refers to its invention seemed too odd to be linked with ---- 

Pay System 
51- Industrious employees with a low income may get a higher percentage of pay increase 

than those having a high income 

52- It may not be favoured by everyone since it……. 

53- Supervisors’ rating points determine the amount of the pay increase 

54- Companies---can contribute to their future prosperity… 

Child Labour 
55- The size of labour force in Britain declined since wars resulted in a lack of adult male 

workers 

56- Child labour eventually had an adverse impact on the quality of American goods, which 

reduced export earnings - real reason 

57- To highlight that Initially child labour seemed advantageous, but eventually it turned out 

to be disadvantageous 

58- A great majority of schools were only accepting the children of landowners 

Arctic 
59- will possibly result in a worldwide destruction due to lack of sound climate policies 

60- Dissatisfied 

61- To emphasize the importance of collaborative efforts… 

62- Has diminished as a result of collective action … 
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63- In other words, they have relatively a small amount of time to change light 

and water into energy. 

64- I am not certain. Some modern installations can be controlled remotely 

from a convenient location. 

65- The onboard camera in each device gathered images of the gates and the 

pictures … 

66- The reality is that weight gain has many causes and there can be various 

complications … in different people. 

67- Many eye conditions show no symptoms … the damage could be 

irreversible. 

RESTATEMENT 

68- Given that eating disorders cannot be classified as only physical or 

psychological --- 

Because eating disorders …purely … 

69- It was only in the 19th century that the system …. began to change. 

not until the 19th century 

70- Television did not come about all by itself …. 

not as a single event …. 

71- People started to seek more powerful cars in the 1950s … while it meant 

damaging  

….. although …. 

DİYALOG SORULARI 
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PARAGRAF TAMAMLAMA 

72- Röntgen studied many different areas of physics, including light, … ---- 

However, in the world of physics, he is best known for his research into X-

ray … 

73- Archeologists must form their picture of early life based on small sets of 

materials separated by both time and distance. Because of these 

difficulties …. 

74- Manufacturers have begun to position such products as a reasonable 

alternative. ---- But is that really true?  

75- Children are rarely corrected and even whey they are, they resist the 

correction. ---- For example, English speaking children continue to say 

bringed instead of brought …. 

IRRELEVANT SENTENCE 

76- IV – There are a large number of grammar books, which are criticized by 

students for including 

77- IV – The permanent home of the ancient Olympics 

78- II – A competent herbalist or well-respected herbal guide are generally 

expected to be conferred with for …. 

79- II – Yet, the more closely scientists study our own planet’s habitability, the 

less … 

80- I – Water is one of the essential natural resources …. 


